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Synca REi massage stool  
 Awarded the Plus X Award 2021 as "Best

Product of the Year 2021" - Honored with
the Plus X Award 2020/2021 for High
Quality, Design, Ease of Use and
Functionality 

The most versatile innovation since foot
massages have been around. The
Ottoman combines energizing foot
reflexology with gentle calf compression to
create an effective and therapeutic
massage experience. The wireless cover
gives you additional options to loosen your
back, lumbar and thigh muscle groups.

 CHF 790.00  
      

      

Innovative
REi combines a foot reflexology massage with gentle calf compression and pleasant heat. The cover
turns out to be another wireless massage unit that relieves tension in the back and lumbar region or on
the thighs. The light gray fabric cover of the compact all-rounder is modernly discreet and suitable for
any interior.

Stylish
At first glance, probably no one would suspect a sophisticated massager behind this compact, modern
furniture, but a seat or comfortable shelf for tired legs. The light gray fabric cover and wood-look feet fit
perfectly into the living environment. The noble, minimalist implementation of the multifunctional device
is simply unique.

Calves and feet
Let yourself be pampered by our massage variety and choose between one of the three automatic
programs or a manual setting. Adjust the intensity and type of massage to your individual needs and
decide for yourself whether the heat function should be added. For a comfortable position, the inclination
of the stool can be adjusted by folding a metal bracket out of the base. This allows you to sit back
comfortably and relax. For maximum hygiene, the interior fabric can be zipped off and washed. And
thanks to the recessed grips on both sides, REi can be easily and conveniently placed anywhere.

Shoulder, neck and lumbar
REi's cordless cover comes with a rechargeable battery, which means it can be used on a wide variety
of body areas at any time. Whether it's the shoulder, neck or lumbar area or the thighs, the four
integrated massage heads will selectively relieve your tension and ease your pain. A timer ends the
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pleasure after a maximum of 15 minutes.

Massage techniques
With the experience of 66 years of massage technology, we have succeeded in combining Japanese
Shiatsu and Gua Sha foot reflexology with stimulating calf compression under soothing heat. The
special three-part massage heads knead and roll the sole of the foot along its entire length from the toes
to the heel bone. With additional vibration, hard-to-reach areas and the Achilles tendon are also
massaged.

Weight: 14.3kg
Size: 48 × 46 × 47cm
Massage technique: shiatsu and gua sha roller
Upper material: cotton
Power supply: DC 12.6V, 2A
Accessories: power adapter, charging cable
Color: gray
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